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40 YEARS OF PYRANHA
After 40 years of research and development, award winning
designs, world-class expeditions, supporting top class
boaters and expanding to be Europe’s largest specialist
manufacturer of canoes and kayaks, we still design and build
all our boats in Britain. We do not know where our kayaks will
be paddled so they are all built to the same high standard to be pushed to the limit by our world class team of paddlers
on the world’s toughest rivers in the Himalayas, Rockies and
Andes.
We are still primarily run by kayakers and so are committed
to being on the leading edge of kayak design and make
constant improvements to our whole production process to
support this.
From kids to champions, we want everyone to enjoy the
world’s biggest water sport having as much fun out there as
we do. Whether that’s just ripping up your local play spot,
exploring a remote creek or just messing about on the river.
We always have and always will be

Cover photo: Steve Rogers
Photo: Nicole Mansfield
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Developing the most technologically
advanced materials, using the industry leading
processing methods and most detailed quality
control systems means we can produce truly
world class kayaks.

PLASTICS
Making significant developments every year and working at
the forefront of polymer technologies means that the most
up to date polymer alloy is always used in the production of
your kayak. The polymer alloy creates a balance between
impact resistance, allowing bounce, shock absorbency and
stiffness to create a safety cage around you and give the
best hull performance.
Additives are used to help knit these polymers together, give
UV and weather protection, prevent colour fade and protect
the plastic during processing and throughout the life of the
kayak.  This means that your Pyranha Kayak will stay stronger
and looking good for longer.
PROCESSING AND PRODUCTION
Our production facility including custom built more energy
efficient ovens are the most advanced in the industry allowing
us to truly get the best performance out of the plastics we use.
First in the industry to develop the computer controlled
moulding process, Pyranha have continued to evolve the
roto moulding process since 1983. We have been producing
variable thickness kayak shells for 26 years optimising
performance and weight and maximising durability and safety.
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TESTING AND QUALITY CONTROL
Keeping high standards of quality is a top priority at Pyranha
and every effort is made to ensure each boat that leaves the
factory is tough enough to be used in the harshest conditions.
Since 1995 every plastic development and new colour
has been independently tested for impact and toughness
and the quality control process exists throughout the whole
manufacturing process.
ENVIRONMENT
We have been industry leaders in energy efficiency for many
years and our new factory has given a 25% reduction in gas
usage due to the best heat retention systems and lowest
energy utilisation per kayak, making us the most progressive
roto moulders in the industry.
We’ve been re-granulating and recycling our waste
polyethylene since the mid 90s - way before most companies
even thought about their environmental impact.
We recycle all waste polyethylene from both roto moulding
and vacuum forming and also recycle all waste cardboard,
paper and plastics.
We actually use some of our seat and backrest supplier’s foam
waste from making ‘body amour’ (rugby and football) to
package the ends of our Pyranha kayaks.
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PYRANHA OUTFITTING
The outfitting in your kayak is vital to your
comfort, safety and overall performance
on the water. Our outfitting systems have
been developed over the last 40 years and
incorporate the adjustability and security
you demand from a white water kayak.
Our Connect 30 outfitting coupled with the
variable thickness hull structure of the kayaks
shell create a safety cage around you.

CONNECT 30 OUTFITTING
Connect 30 outfitting gives you all the adjustment that you will ever need to quickly get
your kayak set up for your individual style of paddling and body size. This makes sure
that you can maximise the performance ability of the kayak without compromising
your comfort. More performance + more comfort = more time on the water, so you’re a
winner! Your new Pyranha boat will also come with an extensive instructional manual too.
1. Adjustable padded thigh grips
2. Adjustable padded seat
3. Grab handles and security bars - tested to the highest standard
4. Ratchet adjustment backband
5. Adjustable hip pads
6. CAD optimised internal fittings
7. Shock block footrest for Freestyle / Riverplay kayaks
Full plate footrest for River Running kayaks
COLOUR OPTIONS
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Photo: Nicole Mansfield   Paddler: Jared Seiler

RAPID OUTFITTING
The Rapid spec gives great value
for paddlers who don’t need full on
Connect 30 outfitting.
1. Adjustable backrest
2. Adjustable full plate footrest
3. Adjustable fully padded thigh grips
4. Mini cell buoyancy foams
COLOUR OPTIONS

CLUB OUTFITTING
The club range is made for a wide range
of uses. From entry level paddling to
whitewater, this outfitting is perfect for clubs,
schools and rental fleets.
1. Adjustable backrest
2. Adjustable twist-lock footrest
3. Etha buoyancy foams
COLOUR OPTIONS

Photo: Chris Eastabrook

Photo: Dave Fairweather   Paddler: Bex Pipe
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PYRANHA MOLAN
Developed closely with Team Pyranha paddlers, the Molan
is seriously refined. It’s THE dynamic park ‘n’ play machine
for those looking to go big, high and fast!

The coolest thing about the Molan for me is
that I’m not trying the same old tricks that I
have done before. I am landing new ones.
It has made the tricks that I could sometimes
do easy and others possible. The width of the
boat makes going from edge to edge very
easy, which is essential for every trick. Plenty of
volume providing huge pop in a hole, and a
nice short but forgiving stern.
Dave Fusilli
Team Pyranha US

The Molan is a user-friendly, spin happy playboat capable
of really fast rotation, perfect for paddlers looking to throw
combo moves together. Whether you’re after the highest
competition score or just want to nail new tricks, you’ll soon
be ripping up the scene like you’ve never done before!
KEY FEATURES
Shell design
- Smooth curves allow you to initiate moves and slice
through the water without any resistance.
Volume in bow and stern
- Volume where you need it to boost pop while making
setting up for moves easy.
Ergonomics
- Increased knee connection with the kayak ensures that
no power is lost when pulling moves. Foot and knee
room maximised to increase comfort without reducing
performance.
2 way rails
- Forgiving on the upstream edge but once engaged
provide grip and control for pulling the biggest moves on
the water.
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PYRANHA MOLAN
LENGTH
S 176cm / 5′ 7″
M 182cm / 6′ 1″
L 194cm / 6′ 3″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

61cm / 24½″
64cm / 25½″
67.5cm / 26½″

175lts / 46.2gal
214lts / 52.8gal
245lts / 65gal

13.8kgs / 30.4lbs
14kgs / 30.8lbs
15.1kgs / 33lbs

40kgs / 88lbs
55kgs / 121lbs
85kgs / 187lbs

80kgs / 176lbs
90kgs / 198lbs
104kgs / 230lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos: Dale Mears

Photo: Nicole Mansfield   Paddler: Dave Fusilli

Photo: Steve Rogers   Paddler: Hilary Neevel
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PYRANHA VARUN
PLAY THE RIVER. Run your home rapids, stop to surf, throw
some ends then glide down, huck a drop, go back to the
top to do it again.
The Varun has it all, forgiving edges, speed and maximum
playability to give any white water enthusiast an awesome
time on the river. Slicey ends allow you to initiate all the
classic vertical moves plus it has enough speed to run the
river in style.

The excellent acceleration and speed made
this one of the most agile boats I’ve paddled
in a long time. It had me looking for tight
new lines on the local runs and made nailing
them really easy. The boat was so much fun
I found myself opting out of creek runs to go
playboating for a change.
Ryan Bayes
Fraser Valley Whitewater.

KEY FEATURES
Length
- Surf the smaller river features and run rapids with
confidence and style.
Width
- Stable and forgiving for beginners to white water.
Rocker
- Gives a great compromise between speed and lift to
initiate moves.
Slicey ends
- Easy to squirt on eddy lines and initiate vertical moves.
2 way rails
- Born from the Molan, refined and coupled with a new side
wall profile to give a forgiving ride with edges that allow
move initiation and release.
Low back deck and cockpit lip
- Easy to learn to roll in or just get back the right way up!
Curved angles
- Back hull and wall angles are shallow to make for a
forgiving ride.
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PYRANHA VARUN
LENGTH
S 198cm / 6′ 5″
M 208cm / 6′ 8″
L 220cm / 7′ 2″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

61.5cm / 24″
63cm / 24¾″
66.5cm / 26″

tbc
193lts / 50.7gal
229lts / 60.3gals

13.5kgs / 29.8lbs
15.2kgs / 33.6lbs
16.2kgs / 35.8lbs

42kgs / 93lbs
55kgs / 121lbs
89kgs / 196lbs

75kgs / 165lbs
85kgs / 187lbs
107kgs / 238lbs

*pre-productions specs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos: Liz Forshaw

Photo: Liz Forshaw   Paddler: Rich Taylor

Photo: Rich Taylor   Paddler: Ram, Sun Kosi Raft Guide
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PYRANHA LOKI
With DNA flowing from Molan and Varun, the volume has
been taken out of the deck, and the ends lengthened
creating a long and slicey playboat that will surf, pirouette
and wave wheel and allow you to run the river in style.
Designed to revive the classic moves that we learned when
we played the river the first time.
KEY FEATURES
Length
- Retains speed and slices through features on down river
missions.
Low volume slicey ends
- For pivots and squirts in eddies and all types of vert moves.
Rocker
- Smooth and forgiving for sweet surfing sessions.
Side wall and 2 way rails
- Forgiving on the upstream edge but once engaged
provide grip and control for carving on the wave.
Low back deck and cockpit lip
- Super easy to roll.
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PYRANHA VARUN
LENGTH
S tbc
M 226cm / 7′ 4″
L tbc

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

tbc
64cm / 25″
tbc

tbc
227lts / 60gal
tbc

tbc
15kgs / 33lbs
tbc

tbc
55kgs / 121lbs
tbc

tbc
90kgs / 198lbs
tbc

*pre-productions specs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

Product image shown is pre-production mock-up

Photos: Rich Taylor

Photo: Rich Taylor   Paddler: Daz Clarkson
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PYRANHA Z.ONE
If you’re the kind of person that doesn’t
like giving up speed to paddle a playboat,
the Z.One will rock your world. I loved the
way it carved and carried speed without
having to pay the high price of edginess for
paddling success.
Wayne Dickert
Paddling School Director,
Nantahala Outdoor Centre.

The Z.One has proven itself to be a great all rounder since
being launched.  A descendent of the legendary InaZone,
the Z.One has newly developed features that have been
modernised for today’s paddling styles.
Aspiring kayakers will benefit from the Z.Ones stability and
manoeuvrability when surfing waves and river features.
Whilst those returning from a few years away from paddling
will find a kayak that feels familiar enough to engage with
and get back into the sport.
KEY FEATURES
Lifted knee position
- Gives more efficient paddling strokes.
Raised bow rocker
- Extra lift over boils and eddy lines.
Edges
- Softened edges with low back cockpit and smoother hull
cross-section increase ease of rolling.
Re-profiled rear hull and gunwales
- For improved control and surfing.
Connect 30 outfitting
- For adjustable comfort and control.
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PYRANHA Z.ONE
LENGTH
S 249cm / 8′ 1″
M 257cm / 8′ 4″
L 265cm / 8′ 7″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

63.5cm / 25″
65cm / 25½″
68cm / 26¾″

180lts / 48gal
210lts / 56gal
263lts / 69gal

16.1kgs / 35.4lbs
17.1kgs / 37.6lbs
17.9kgs / 39.4lbs

45kgs / 99lbs
65kgs / 143lbs
75kgs / 165lbs

85kgs / 187lbs
95kgs / 209lbs
115kgs / 253lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

Z.One S

Z.One M & L

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos: Paul Smith and Dave Fairweather

Photo: Bex Pipe   Paddlers: Dave Fairweather and Paul Smith
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I’m so impressed by how solid it is and how
you can throw it around. Big loops for sure!
Todd Anderson
Team Pyranha.

PYRANHA AMMO
The Ammo is a boat with many uses. Some will play in it, some
will run tight lines in it and some will tackle new, bigger water
in it! After positive feedback from paddlers and the team, the
Ammo has an upgraded internal pillar, great for use on the
harder stuff and ideal for those long walk-ins, this ups the ante
on the other ‘all-round’ kayaks out there.
Whatever you use it for, its short length, tight carving rails and
plentiful volume will provide a super-responsive river runner
that’ll boof and run lines you thought you’d never make!
KEY FEATURES
Aggressive rocker
- Hit boofs with ease.
Short planing hull with carving rails
- Snappy switching from edge to edge.
Progressive high volume distribution
- Provides plenty of predictability in rapids.
Connect 30 outfitting
- For adjustable comfort and control.
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PYRANHA AMMO
LENGTH
S 207cm / 6′ 9″
M 219cm / 7′ 2″
L 226cm / 7′ 4″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

63.5cm / 25″
65cm / 25½″
68cm / 26¾″

218lts / 57.6gal
242lts / 63.9gal
288lts / 76.1gal

16kgs / 35lbs
16.7kgs / 36.7lbs
17.5kgs / 38.5lbs

55kgs / 121lbs
70kgs / 154lbs
85kgs / 187lbs

90kgs / 198lbs
110kgs / 242bs
125kgs / 275lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

Ammo S & M

Ammo L

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos and Paddlers: Andy England & Kevin England

Photo: Andy England   Paddler: Kevin England

Photo: Paul Smith   Paddler: Paul Greenwood
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A superb platform for white water paddlers
to progress their skills in.  Fast, stable, reliable,
and plenty of agility to hit those essential lines.
Recreational paddlers will love this comfy
down-river boat.
Nigel ‘Wilf’ Wilford
Level 5 Kayak Coach at CoachH20

PYRANHA KARNALI
A truly forgiving, high volume river runner that has such a
predictable ride it will keep you inspired to get back out on
the water and progress from your very first days, long into
your paddling life.
The Karnali is a winner when choosing to head on your first
missions abroad. A remarkably stable hull, soft, round edge
profile and generous rocker put your mind at ease and
allow you to concentrate on the river ahead rather than
what’s happening underneath you.
KEY FEATURES
High volume hull with soft rounded edges
- For a forgiving and predictable ride.
Smooth hull profile
- Soft edges increase ease of rolling.
Large rocker and V shaped deck
- Give increased lift and controlled resurfacing in big
volume water.
Connect 30 outfitting
- For adjustable comfort and control.
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PYRANHA KARNALI
LENGTH
M 257cm / 8′ 4″
L 260cm / 8′ 5″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

65cm / 25½″
66.5cm / 26¼″

280lts / 74gal
303lts / 80gal

21kgs / 46lbs
22kgs / 48lbs

60kgs / 132lbs
80kgs / 176lbs

110kgs / 242lbs
130kgs / 287lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos: Alexey Markushev

Photo: Matt Wallace   Paddler: Chris McCoy

Photo: Fabrice Poueyto   Paddler: Eric Deguil
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PYRANHA BURN

I love the new burn, its so much faster and the
more natural stability help make my demos
look smooth and flowing, whilst also allowing
me to hold an edge in comfort.
Adam Harmer
Level 5 Kayak Coach at Plas Y Brenin.

The weapon of choice for many of the world’s greatest
paddlers. Subtle performance enhancing modifications
make the Burn exactly what you need for having pinpoint
accuracy and boofing down rivers like a Pro. Whether
you’re eddy hopping down remote gorges in distant
locations or just want to Burn down your local run, there’s
more than one reason why this design is established as THE
benchmark creek kayak.
KEY FEATURES
Front rocker
- Raised and re-profiled giving more control for boofs and
drops without loosing speed. It’s still aggressive and it’s
still fun!
More V
- The front deck sheds water better, gives improved
directional control and the tweaked rear deck V gives
paddlers more predictability over drops or in holes.
Carving rails
- For precision and predictability for must make eddies and
for snappy turns.
Paddler clearance
- Knee area and cockpit have been lowered to improve
paddler to kayak contact, reaching for strokes and to
make rolling easier.
Connect 30 Outfitting
- For adjustable comfort and control.
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PYRANHA BURN
LENGTH
S 238cm / 7′ 9″
M 245cm / 8′
L 253cm / 8′ 3″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

64cm / 25″
65cm / 25½″
69cm / 27″

238lts / 63gal
279lts / 72.4gal
304lts / 80.3gal

17kgs / 37.4lbs
19kgs / 41.8lbs
21kgs / 46lbs

45kgs / 99lbs
55kgs / 121lbs
75kgs / 165lbs

95kgs / 209lbs
105kgs / 231lbs
127kgs / 279lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos: Bryan Smith / Reel Water Productions

Photo: Maxi Kniewasser   Paddler: Ric Moxon
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Its a bit like having cruise control, it boofs for
you! You can get enough gear in there for
everyone for the whole trip.
Allan Ellard
White Water Warrior - Team Pyranha.

PYRANHA EVEREST
The Everest takes the benchmark Burn design, and adds
extra length and volume for longer trips. This is the load
carrying expedition kayak that will fit the big boys too!
More length, more bow rocker, more aggressive deck
profiling and slightly softer edges all combine to make a
super predictable expedition river kayak and excellent,
confidence inspiring river runner.
KEY FEATURES
Length 8′ 6″
- For greater speed and load carrying.
Large rocker
- Impressive manoeuvrability and predictability over
river features.
Expedition ready
- You’ll start planning one, honest!
Connect 30 outfitting
- For adjustable comfort and control.
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PYRANHA EVEREST
LENGTH

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

263cm / 8′ 6″

67cm / 26½″

312lts / 82.4gal

21kgs / 46lbs

75kgs / 165lbs

135kgs / 297lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

Photos: Ric Moxon & Maxi Kniewasser

Photo: Sarah Nash   Paddler: Tom Parker
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PYRANHA FUSION
As soon as we got on the water in the Fusion
we knew it was a bit special. The Fusion ticks
all the cross-over boxes, and ticks them well,
and so earns our ‘Best in Test’ award.
Canoe & Kayak Magazine UK.

The ultimate cross-over kayak. The Fusion allows paddlers to
enjoy two great areas of paddle sport, whitewater
and touring.
Super stable, fast and easy to paddle, the Fusion gives
you the freedom to choose from some fun whitewater,
checking out a sheltered bay or making overnight trips and
letting paddlers really enjoy the great outdoors.
KEY FEATURES
Super stable
- Fun kayak for all abilities!
High volume
- For lift over river features.
Our tried and tested skeg system
- It’ll keep you tracking in a straight line and the drag
reducing skeg box allows water to flow freely through the
stern of the kayak.
Two choices of outfitting
- Connect 30: Whitewater spec for adjustable comfort and
control when hitting the hard stuff.
- River Tour: Featuring the popular Flip-Top backrest, fold up
for comfort and down for control.
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PYRANHA FUSION
LENGTH
S 294cm / 9′ 8″
312cm / 10′ 2″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

63.5cm / 25″
66cm / 26″

250lts / 66gal
308lts / 81.5gal

18.5kgs / 40.7lbs
20.8kgs / 45.8lbs

45kgs / 99lbs
55kgs / 121lbs

100kgs / 220lbs
130kgs / 287lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
River Tour
Connect 30

Photos: Sam Stephens

Photo: Dave Fusilli   Paddler: Nicole Mansfield
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The raised bow rocker, forgiving rails and fairly
flat stern rocker make it a good boat to learn
to surf waves in and for getting to grips with
things like eddy turns.
Canoe and Kayak Magazine UK.

PYRANHA REBEL
The Rebel will have kids out there looking like their paddling
heroes and unlocking their true potential. A versatile river
runner that gives top end whitewater performance in a
friendly package that is easy to get to grips with. Designed
to be the most responsive, predictable and FUN kayak out
there for kids, great for learning skills then pushing it to the
next level.
KEY FEATURES
Easy to roll and lightweight
User-friendly and stable
Super manoeuvrable
Two choices of outfitting
- Rapid: Best for those with advancing skills or paddling in
more demanding conditions. Adjustable backrest, seat
liner, full plate footrest, whitewater quality rescue points
and grab loops, adjustable contoured hip pads, foam
thigh grip pads.
- Club: Features easily adjustable sliding footrest that make
this kayak best for clubs and groups looking for value and
performance. Adjustable backrest, badger footrest, fixed
foam hip pads and thigh grips.
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PYRANHA REBEL
LENGTH

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

214cm / 7′ 2″

56cm / 22″

155lts / 41gal

12.4kgs / 27.2lbs

25kgs / 55lbs

50kgs / 110lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
Rapid
Club

Photos: Chris Roberts

Photo: Bryan Smith / Reel Water Productions   Paddler: Sam Hager
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PYRANHA SPEEDER
The Speeder is for those of us who want to get out on the
water and paddle faster or for a longer distance, it’s for
when we fancy running rapids with a bit of speed to blast
over the wave trains, it’s for going out on all day paddles
with your friends. You can paddle it around the coast or
even power it along some flat water after a hard day’s
work. The Speeder is super versatile and most of all the
Speeder is great fun!
KEY FEATURES
Fast efficient hull shape
- Unparalleled efficacy through the water.
Rear wings
- Give impressive secondary stability.
Adjustable full plate footrest
- Crucial for efficient forward paddling.
Two choices of outfitting
- Connect 30: For adjustable comfort and control.
- Rapid: Best for paddlers with advancing skills who don’t
need full on Connect 30 outfitting. Adjustable backrest,
fully padded thigh grips, full plate footrest and mini cell
buoyancy foams.
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PYRANHA SPEEDER
LENGTH

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

450cm / 14′ 7″

60cm / 23½″

366lts / 96gal

22kgs / 48lbs

55kgs / 121lbs

125kgs / 275lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

COLOUR OPTIONS

AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
Connect 30
Rapid

Photos: Dave Fairweather

Photo: Jamie Burbeck
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PYRANHA INAZONE
LENGTH

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

234cm / 7′ 8″
241cm / 7′ 11″

65cm / 25½″
67cm / 26½″

196lts / 51.8gal
235lts / 62.1gal

15.1kgs / 33.2lbs
15.6kgs / 34.3lbs

65kgs / 143lbs
75kgs / 165lbs

95kgs / 209lbs
110kgs / 242lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

PYRANHA INAZONE

COLOUR OPTIONS

An affordable boat that’ll do everything! The InaZone’s won
a fistful of awards recognising its qualities as an ideal ‘one
boat for everything’.
Ideal for beginning on whitewater, moderate grade river
running, play boating and even instructing, the InaZone’s
forgiving shape and loose hull offers a great value route
into white water paddling. Two sizes mean that if you want
to do it all, there’s an InaZone to fit you.
KEY FEATURES
Flat planing hull and smooth deck profile
- Gives you smooth spins and control end to end, but sheds
water for river running.
Progressive rocker and kicker rail
- Lets you cartwheel smoother and enhances surfing.
Two choices of outfitting
- Rapid: Best for paddlers with advancing skills who don’t
need full on Connect 30 outfitting. Adjustable backrest,
fully padded thigh grips, full plate footrest and mini cell
buoyancy foams.
- Club: Features easily adjustable sliding footrest that make
this kayak best for clubs, schools and rental fleets looking
for value and performance. Adjustable backrest, footrest
and etha buoyancy foams.
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AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
Rapid
Club

PYRANHA MASTER TG & TG LITE
LENGTH
TG LITE 245cm / 8′
MASTER TG 266cm / 8′ 9″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

61cm / 24″
64cm / 25″

190lts / 50.2gal
225lts / 59gal

13kgs / 28.6lbs
14.5kgs / 31.9lbs

35kgs / 77lbs
45kgs / 99lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

TG Lite: Specifically designed for younger paddlers, the
Pyranha TG Lite has all of the features and performance
as the standard size with a reduced cockpit and overall
dimensions that make it a real hit with smaller paddlers too!
TG s will help your kayaking progress. Short, light and easy to
paddle, the TG is well suited to easy rapids.

OPTIONS
- Skeg
- Rear bulkhead
- Heavy duty hull

PYRANHA MASTER TG & TG LITE
Master TG: A hugely popular kayak in clubs around the
world, the TG provides you with some innovative features
like the moulded-in thigh grips and carrying handles. A
perfect starting platform, the TG is well suited for easy
rapids, coastal trips and adventures on your local or
favourite lake.

75kgs / 165lbs
100kgs / 220lbs

COLOUR OPTIONS

AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
Rapid
Club

KEY FEATURES
Moulded in thigh grips and carry handles
- Low maintenance package with hard wearing features
ensuring a long life for your fleet.
Optional skeg system
- Easily deployed to help aid tracking in a straight line.
Two choices of outfitting
- Rapid: Best for paddlers with advancing skills who don’t
need full on Connect 30 outfitting. Adjustable backrest,
fully padded thigh grips, full plate footrest and mini cell
buoyancy foams.
- Club: Features easily adjustable sliding footrest that make
this kayak best for clubs, schools and rental fleets looking
for value and performance. Adjustable backrest, footrest
and etha buoyancy foams.
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PYRANHA ACRO-BAT
LENGTH
270 270cm / 8′ 10″
275 280cm / 9′ 2″

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

59cm / 23¼″
64.5cm / 25¼″

166lts / 44gal
197lts / 52gal

16kgs / 35.2lbs
17kgs / 37.4lbs

40kgs / 88lbs
70kgs / 154lbs

88kgs / 194lbs
100kgs / 220lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

PYRANHA ACRO-BAT 270 & 275

COLOUR OPTIONS

Two of our most comfortable kayaks for long days out on
the water. Both of the Acrobats are fast, manoeuvrable,
easy to paddle and will leave the other kayaks standing. A
bonus if you need to sprint to the rescue whilst instructing.
Great fun to surf, paddle on moderate whitewater or cruise
around a lake, either of the Acro series can be enjoyed by
any level of paddler.
KEY FEATURES
Traditional displacement hull
- Gives the ability to eat up the miles on longer trips and
also excel in the ocean surf where it’s fast and gives
great control.
Large keyhole cockpit
- Makes it easy for entry and exit. There’s lots of space for
comfort and inspiring confidence.
Two choices of outfitting
- Rapid: Best for paddlers with advancing skills who don’t
need full on Connect 30 outfitting. Adjustable backrest,
fully padded thigh grips, full plate footrest and mini cell
buoyancy foams.
- Club: Features easily adjustable sliding footrest that make
this kayak best for clubs, schools and rental fleets looking
for value and performance. Adjustable backrest, footrest
and etha buoyancy foams.
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AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
Rapid
Club

PYRANHA G:3
LENGTH

WIDTH

VOLUME

WEIGHT

PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE

278cm / 9′ 1″

67cm / 26½″

302lts / 80gal

20kgs / 44lbs

60kgs / 132lbs

127kgs / 279lbs

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

PYRANHA G:3
The G3 is the perfect combination of old school and new
school. The hull shape makes for a long, fast and easy
to paddle boat that’ll track in a straight line rather than
wandering around. And because the hull’s flat, you can still
surf, spin and carve when you need to.
With comfortable, durable fittings, plenty of foot room and
a generous carrying capacity, it’s an ideal choice for long
river trips, river leading or instructing.

COLOUR OPTIONS

AVAILABLE IN TWO OUTFITTING OPTIONS
Rapid
Club

KEY FEATURES
Modern flat hull design
- Incredibly stable, with a raised double rail to aid carving,
rapid acceleration and directional control.
Tapered ends
- Allowing maximum manoeuvrability over a greater
paddler & load range.
Two choices of outfitting
- Rapid: Best for paddlers with advancing skills who don’t
need full on Connect 30 outfitting. Adjustable backrest,
fully padded thigh grips, full plate footrest and mini cell
buoyancy foams.
- Club: Features easily adjustable sliding footrest that make
this kayak best for clubs, schools and rental fleets looking
for value and performance. Adjustable backrest, footrest
and etha buoyancy foams.
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DECKS

ANGRY DECK
1. Kevlar reinforcement in the places
its required and not where it isn’t.
2. Additional printed edge protection
3. 4mm dive quality neoprene
4. Inner latex coating to the rim area

GRUMPY DECK
1. Printed edge protection
2. 4mm dive quality neoprene
3. Inner latex coating to the rim area
4. Seams are glued and stitched

5. Seams are glued and stitched

SNAPPY DECK

COCKPIT COVER

1. Printed edge protection

1. Printed edge protection

2. 4mm dive quality neoprene

2. 4mm dive quality neoprene

3. Seams are glued and stitched
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Photo: Paul Smith

Photo: Chris Evans   Paddler: Pete Scutt

REBEL DECK

FABRIC DECK

1. 4mm dive quality neoprene

1. Waterproof PU coated 2100 nylon

2. Seams are glued and stitched

2. Taped seams

3. 2 waist tube sizes

3. Reinforced foredeck

Specifically designed to fit the
Pyranha Rebel

WAIST TUBE SIZES

DECK SIZES
M L

60 - 75cm / 23½ - 29½″
75 - 90cm / 29½ - 35″
90 - 100cm / 35 - 39¾″

L
S
S M

WAIST TUBE SIZES

DECK SIZES

61cm / 24″
66cm / 26″

WAIST TUBE SIZES

DECK SIZES

Adjustable waist size
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ACCESSORIES
COTTONMOUTH NOSE CLIPS

Comfy, grippy and low profile.
Cottonmouth nose plugs keep the
water out without feeling like your nose
is in a vice. It’s bite is gentle.
- Made with a high quality steel wire that
has both strength and durability.
- Nose bridge is wrapped and dipped to
resist separation, the dip soaks into the
chord to stop it peeling away from wire.

AIRBAGS

Creek Airbags
- 210 nylon PVC lamination.

- Eco friendly packaging.

PORTAGE PACK

- Tapered design.
- Welded seams.
- Screw valve.
Fully adjustable portage pack
system. Comfortable, quick and
easy to use.
Standard Airbags
- 0.3mm clear PVC.
- Tapered design.
- Welded seams.
- Screw valve.
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- Fully adjustable straps.
- Padded straps.
- Chest strap with height adjustment.
- Hip belt.
- Fits: Ammo, Z.One, Karnali, Burn
and Everest.

Photo: Phil Higgins   Paddler: Dave Burne

STORAGE POD
FISH KEY RINGS

3ltr storage pod for quick access
to essential gear. Simple to install
and remove, the pod slots into
the deck recess on the Fusion
and clips to the deck lines.

They’re so cool they will even
open bottles for you!

ROOF RACK PADS

- Fits: Fusion.

- Available in assorted colours.

DRAIN BUNG / KIT

Protect your kayak during
transportation.

AIRBAGS

- Durable foam padding.
- Weather resistant material.
- Velcro fastening.

FISHING ROD HOLDERS

Flush fit fishing rod holders to turn
your kayak into a fishing platform.  

We’ve
all lost our drain bungs at
AIRBAGS
some point, so its always worth
having a spare.  
- Available as a single drain bung
or a full kit.

TIE DOWN STRAPS

- Available factory fitted or loose.
- Fits: Fusion.
35mm heavy duty webbing straps
with solid cam buckle fasteners
for securing your kayak to the roof
of your vehicle. They have lots of
other uses too.
- Available in 3m or 5m pairs.
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T-SHIRTS
MENS REFLECTION T-SHIRT

ha.com
www.pyran

MENS LINEUP T-SHIRT

www.pyranha.co

www.pyranha.co
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Photo: Nicole Mansfield   Paddler: Jared Seiler

WOMENS LINEUP T-SHIRT

www.pyranha.com

WOMENS REFLECTION T-SHIRT

www.pyranha.co

www.pyranha.co

m

m

Photo: Dave Fusilli   Paddler: Nicole Mansfield
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WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS
PYRANHA Unit 1 Premier Point, Aston Lane South,
Whitehouse Industrial Estate, Runcorn. WA7 3GG UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1928 716666
Fax: +44 (0) 1928 714399
Email: sales@pyranha.com

NORTH AMERICA
PYRANHA US INC 2004-J Riverside Drive, Asheville.
NC 28804 USA
Tel: 828.254.1101
Fax: 828.254.1117
Email: sales@pyranhaus.com
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